ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Variable topology mechanical systems are present in various fields of applications such as robotics, biomechanics and mechanism science. The dynamic analysis of such systems depends on the time-varying nature of the connections between the elements of the system and the environment. This complicates the analysis because in most cases a different dynamic model must be developed for each constraint condition. Typical situations that occur in variable topology systems are the following:
(1) The number of degrees of freedom of the system decreases via the development of certain connections. An example for this can be the grasping/capturing of a moving payload, which may also represent the interaction of two robotic mechanisms, or a human and a payload. The effect of mass capture on flexible multibody systems was studied in [1] and [2] . This group of problems includes two possibilities depending on whether the developed connections exist for a finite period of time or they represent an instantaneous situation.
(2) The constraint configuration is changing: some constraints are added and some become passive. But, the effective number of degrees of freedom may stay the same. An example for this situation can be found in the analysis of (active/passive) dynamic walking machines [3] . In those systems, the heel strike event represents a sudden change of topology where some constraints are imposed on the foot that makes contact, and other are released from the foot that leaves the ground [4, 5] .
Discontinuous constraints have been a known concept in analytical mechanics [6] [7] [8] . As discussed earlier, two particular cases of such discontinuous constraint configurations can be the sudden removal and the sudden addition of constraints. The sudden removal of constraints alone does not instantaneously change the energy and momentum distribution of the system unless other impulsive forces (applied or constraint forces) are present.
The sudden addition of constraints does cause instantaneous changes. Therefore, this is the truly critical event during the motion of variable topology systems. Such events can be characterized using "inert constraints" which are a class of impulsive constraints [6, 8] .
This paper focuses on this event of sudden addition of constraints. We consider the general case of non-ideal development of constraints, i.e., we consider that impulsive forces can also be present along the tangential direction of the contact, e.g., due to friction or finite tangential stiffness of materials. It is not the aim of the work to model these impulses, but to understand their effect on the impulsive dynamics of topology transition.
The dynamic analysis conducted in the paper is based on an analytical approach that allows a complete decoupling of the dynamic equations and the kinetic energy to two subspaces of the tangent space of the system, i.e., the spaces of constrained and admissible motions [9] . Based on this approach, it will be shown that the effects of non-ideal impulsive forces on the decoupled dynamic equations vary depending on the system configuration at topology transition. To illustrate this, detailed experimental analysis using a dual-pantograph robotic device is conducted.
DYNAMICS MODELING
Let us consider that the configuration of the system can be described by n generalized coordinates that are represented by n × 1 dimensional array q. The time derivatives of these generalized coordinatesq give a possible set of generalized velocities of the system. We will use a more general description for the velocities employing components collected in v, which can be interpreted as general linear combinations of the time derivatives of the generalized coordinates as v = Nq andq = N −1 v, where N is an n × n transformation matrix that can depend on the generalized coordinates and time. We will consider that this parameterization represents a minimum set of generalized coordinates and velocities with respect to the continuous constraints imposed on the system.
In this paper, we will primarily consider systems where the kinetic energy can be expressed as a quadratic function of the generalized velocities
where M(q) is the mass matrix of the system. The dynamic equations for parameterization (v, q) can generally be written as
where c(v, q) represents the Coriolis and centrifugal effects, f A and f R are the generalized applied and constraint forces, and f N represents generalized non-ideal forces that may arise due to the non-ideal realization of constraints. The explicit expressions of the generalized constraint and non-ideal forces f R and f N will be associated with discontinuous impulsive constraints only. Let us consider that t i represents the time when certain constraints are suddenly established and, as a result, the topology of the system changes. This sudden addition/imposition of physical connections can be modeled by means of inert constraints [6, 8] .
The event of topology transition takes place in the [t Inert constraints can normally be written as
where v + stands for v at t + i , and A is the m × n dimensional constraint Jacobian. Note that Eq. (3) represents the required topology of the mechanical system at t + i at the velocity level. Two typical situations may arise depending on whether the new constraints persist for a finite period of time or they represent an instantaneous situation. One example for the first situation appears in bipedal locomotion when the swing leg makes contact with the ground at heel strike. The dynamics of heel strike in a bipedal compass walker with upper body was analyzed by the authors in [10] .
For the second situation, an example can be the general consideration of low velocity impact between two bodies when the duration of the impact "looks" instantaneous on the characteristic time scale determined by the finite motion of the system. Such impact can be divided to two phases (namely, compression and restitution phases) and the system configuration is usually assumed constant during the whole event. The compression phase can be modeled with constraints of the form of Eq. (3), where v + denotes the generalized velocities at the end of compression when the relative normal velocity of the contact points is zero. This case will be experimentally analyzed further in this paper.
Projection Operators and Decomposition
The tangent space of the dynamic system can be seen as an n dimensional linear space interpreted for each configuration [11, 12] . Since the configuration of the system is assumed to be unchanged in the [t
interval, a single interpretation of this linear space may be used for both the pre-and post-event instants. The inert constraints and their Jacobian A can be employed to decompose this tangent space to the space of constrained motion (SCM) and space of admissible motion (SAM) [9] .
The above two subspaces can be defined so that they are orthogonal to each other with respect to the mass metric of the tangent space [9, 13] . In this case, any impulsive event characterized by ideal inert constraints of the form of Eq. (3) will influence quantities in the space of constrained motion leaving the space of admissible motion unaffected. However, non-ideal effects can couple the two subspaces and develop an influence on the admissible motion dynamics too. The decomposition to the two subspaces can be accomplished using two projection operators P c (for the SCM) and P a (for the SAM) [9, 13] . They take the following expressions
where I is the n × n dimensional identity matrix. It can be seen that the projectors above satisfy that P T a MP c = 0, where 0 denotes the n × n zero matrix. This shows the orthogonality of P c and P a with respect to the mass metric M.
Using the above operators, the generalized velocities of the system can be decomposed as
where v c = P c v and v a = P a v represent the two components associated with the SCM and SAM, respectively. Based on Eq. (6), it can be seen that the kinetic energy can also be decomposed as
which represents a complete decoupling of T [9, 13] . To obtain Eq. (7) it was used that v T a Mv c = 0, which is a direct consequence of the orthogonality of the projectors with respect to M. Any vector of generalized forces or generalized impulses can also be decomposed using the transpose of P c and P a as (8) wheref represents the impulse of f. It is also possible to show that f
hold for the general case.
CHARACTERIZATION OF TOPOLOGY TRANSITIONS WITH NON-IDEAL CONSTRAINT REALIZATION
The dynamics of the instantaneous imposition of constraints can be characterized by impulse-momentum level dynamic equations. Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), these can be obtained in general form as [8, 14] ∂T ∂v
where "−" and "+" denote the pre-and post-event instants,f A , f R andf N are the impulses of the generalized applied, constraint, and non-ideal forces, respectively. If the applied forces are nonimpulsive, thenf A = 0. This is the case we primarily consider to gain insight into the effect of inert constraints representing the topology change. The generalized constraint impulses responsible for the topology change can be written as
whereλ represents the impulse of the normal contact forces developed during this event and A is the Jacobian in Eq. (3). The impulses of the generalized non-ideal forces can usually be expressed with force laws such asf N =f N (λ, v, q). If we name B the Jacobian associated with tangential directions of the contact (i.e., Bv are velocity components of the contact point along directions where motion is not constrained) then the generalized non-ideal impulses can be expressed as
whereβ represents the impulse of the non-ideal forces developed along the tangential directions. Based on the decompositions introduced in the previous section, the impulsive dynamic equations provided in Eq. (9) can be decoupled by multiplying both sides of the equation with P 
∂T a ∂v a
Note that to obtain the last equations it was used that P 
where [9] . The decoupled equations provide useful information to analyze the dynamics of topology transitions. First of all, it can be seen that constraint impulsesf R are fully projected to the SCM and, therefore, only impulses due to non-ideal phenomena are present in the equation associated with the SAM. However, non-ideal impulses may have a projection to both the SCM and SAM. Also, based on Eqs. (14), (3) and (6), it can be shown that v + c = 0. Therefore, using Eq. (14) we obtain that
Regarding the energetics of the transition, it can be concluded that no matter how much kinetic energy is contained in the SCM at the pre-event time, this will be completely "lost" during topology change since v + c = 0 and therefore T + c = 0. According to Eq. (13), the kinetic energy of the SAM can change during topology transition due to non-ideal impulses. In the case of ideal transition, i.e.,f N = 0, then v + = v + a = v − a and thus
In such a case, the total energy loss due to the sudden addition of constraints would be T − c . However, the presence of non-ideal impulsive forces can make the kinetic energy T a vary during the transition interval [t
Finally, based on Eqs. (6), (7) and (15), and using that v T a Mv c = 0, it is possible to write that
which establishes an explicit relationship between the magnitude of the impulses generated at topology change and the pre-event kinetic energy content in the SCM, T − c . As said before, this is completely lost once the constraint is established and Eq. (3) satisfied. 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
An experimental testbed based on two dual-pantograph devices has been used to investigate the concepts introduced earlier in this paper. This is shown in Fig. 1 . Each device is equipped with high-resolution force/torque sensors at the tip and optical encoders at the motor joints. For our present study, one of these devices (passive device) emulates a stiff environment with a flat surface and the other (active device) comes to a contact interaction with the passive one at one single contact point. An interface with a conical shape is mounted onto the end effector of the active device to ensure point contact with the flat end plate of the passive system. The compression phase associated with this interaction represents a topology transition that can be modeled with inert constraints.
Although a single device can move the end effector with the 6-DOF of general 3D motion, the trajectories performed have been programmed so that the motion of the system can be considered planar. The planes of the two pantographs are parallel so they can be considered with one single "composite" pantograph model, Fig. 2 . As it can be seen in this figure, angles q i denote the absolute orientation of the ith link (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) of the pantograph.
Regarding the parameters of the system, l i and a i represent the length and the position of the center of mass of the ith link, m i and I i denote its mass and moment of inertia about its center of mass, and m EE denotes the mass of the end effector. Parameter l 5 indicates the distance between the two motors. The value for these parameters can be found in Table 1 .
For planar motion, the system can be considered as a 2-DOF mechanism and the actuated joint coordinates q = [q 1 q 3 ] T and their time derivatives v =q may be used as independent gener- Since in the experiments the flat end plate of the passive device has a normal parallel to the y axis, the topology transition can be represented with one inert constraint that describes the sudden imposition of the physical contact constraint on the end point velocity of the active device along the y direction. Therefore, we can express this constraint asẏ + EE = Av + = 0. Jacobian B is associated with the motion of the end point along the "unconstrained" x direction. From Jacobians A and B, the velocity v EE of the end point in inertial frame coordinates is
We have developed experiments to test the influence of the system configuration on the dynamics of the topology transition. A normal impulseλ is generated due to the imposition of the constraint in the normal direction. Also, a non-ideal impulseβ appears along the tangential direction due to friction and tangential stiffness of the contact. These impulses are represented in Fig. 3 and they have been measured for each experimental condition integrating the force measurements over inter-
The numerical integration has been done via the trapezoidal method using the sample time of the data acquisition system, i.e., ∆t = 0.001 s.
An interesting parameter that will be evaluated in the following is the ratio ξ between the pre-event kinetic energy associated with the SCM (which is lost) and the total pre-event kinetic energy of the system. This can be expressed as
and gives information on what part of the initial kinetic energy is required to develop the constraint forces. This parameter has two extreme values (0 and 1) which are associated with different directions of the tangent space of the multibody system. These directions can be obtained via the formulation of an eigenvalue problem as it is explained in [15] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following results have been obtained using the robotic system described above. In the plots that correspond to cases 1 and 3, it can be seen that T a is almost zero during all the experiment. Table 2 shows the results for the pre-and post-event kinetic energy redistribution for each case. It can be seen that T + c ≈ 0 (as expected) and that T a varies in cases 2, 4, and 6 due to the appearance of non-ideal forces during contact (such cases are the ones with γ = 60 • ). In cases 1, 3, and 5; non-ideal effects are lower becauseẋ − EE = 0 (γ = 90 • ) and T a experiences less change. As it will be shown the tangential impulseβ is lower when γ = 90 • . Parameter ξ gives the proportion of the pre-impact kinetic energy that is projected to the SCM, Eq. (18). As shown before, this part of the kinetic energy is lost when constraints are imposed. It can be seen that ξ depends both on configuration q and velocities v − . Table 3 shows the measured impulsesλ andβ. It can be seen that for cases 2, 4, and 6 the impulseβ along the tangential direction is larger than in the other cases. The negative sign of the impulse is due to fact thatẋ EE > 0 during the contact interval and therefore tangential force is opposed to that velocity. This force may have various sources, e.g., friction or even tangential stiffness. However, the normal impulseλ does not change significantly from one case to the other. Based on Eqs. (12) and (13), it can be seen that the constraint impulse is fully projected to the SCM, whereas the non-ideal impulsive force can couple the dynamics of both subspaces (SCM and SAM). The effect of non-ideal impulses depends on the projections P
T c B
T and P T a B T , which depend on the configuration of the multibody system at topology change.
We analyzed three different configurations depending on parameter d. T m. Note that for both cases (1 and 2) the left-hand side of Eq. (12) is nominally the same, 1 and thus the expected value ofλ should also be the same. There is a small difference between the impulseλ measured for cases 1 and 2 owing to experimental uncertainty in measurements.
As for the second configuration (d = 0.1 m, cases 3-4), the generalized tangential impulse is projected to the SCM and the SAM. For those cases, the aforementioned projections are Then, it can be seen that the value ofβ is projected to both the dynamic equations associated with the SCM, Eq. (12) , and the equations associated with the SAM, Eq. Note that the term P T c B T increases in "magnitude" when parameter d increases. That is, the contribution of the impulse of non-ideal forces on the equation governing the dynamics of the SCM is more significant if the configuration of the mechanism at topology transition is more asymmetric. In cases 5 and 6, the left-hand side of Eq. (12) is nominally the same. The fact that non-ideal impulseβ does have an influence on the SCM dynamics may explain the difference between the measurement of the normal impulse in both cases. This can be observed based on the results shown in Table 3 .
Based on Eq. (13) it can be seen that the change in v a -and therefore in T a -is only affected by non-ideal impulsive forces. Cases 2, 4, and 6 are the ones where the tangential impulses β are higher (see Table 3 ). This is because for these cases the velocity of the end effector at the pre-event time does have tangential component and forces along that direction are present. These impulses cause changes in v a and, at the same time, make the kinetic energy content of the SAM change between t − i and t + i . This can be observed from the plots shown in Fig. 4 (for individual impacts), and from the averaged results presented in Table 2 . Note that in all these cases (2, 4, and 6), T + a < T − a , i.e., the kinetic energy of the SAM decreases owing to the tangential contact impulses developed during topology transition.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we developed a method for the analysis of topology transitions that can be modeled by means of bilateral impulsive constraints. The Jacobian of such constraints was used to define subspaces of the tangent space of the system, namely the "space of constrained motion" and the "space of admissible motion".
A decoupling of the impulsive dynamic equations characterizing the event of topology change and the kinetic energy of the system was obtained. This provides useful insight for the analysis of kinetic energy redistribution when constraints are suddenly imposed. We paid particular attention on the projection of nonideal impulses to the aforementioned subspaces, and showed that such impulses may couple the dynamics in these spaces. It was also shown that the influence of non-ideal impulses on the dynamics associated with the space of constrained motion varies depending on the system configuration at topology change.
The presented concepts were experimentally analyzed using an instrumented robotic multibody system undergoing impact with different configurations and velocities. Detailed experimental results and discussions are presented to support and validate the concepts introduced. In this paper we considered the case of having independent constraints. Nevertheless, there may be practical situations where the constraints generated can depend on each other (redundant constraints). This issue will be further addressed in upcoming future publications.
